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PTERADACTYL HEAD PATTERN AND INSTRUCTIONS by pegsgottado.wordpress.com

I've attempted to remember how I constructed Kylan's Pteradactyl Costume.  PLEASE do a test one
first in case I forgot a step or if it needs to be sized differently!

Make the HEAD pattern piece according to the instructions given on page 1 and 2

Cut 2 pattern pieces from desired fabric.  I used a polyester fabric.  

Stitch the two pieces together 1/2”.  Make a slit on the BACK piece where it will be hidden by the hood
and turn the piece inside out.  Cut 1 pattern piece from batting and trim 1/2”.  Insert it inside the slit
and smooth out, trimming more if needed.  This will give the head some substance.

Slip stitch the opening closed.  Stitch down the center of the HEAD through all thicknesses.  This will
make the head pointy vs curved when it's stitched onto the hood.

For the bottom mouth cut one pattern from the head fabric and one from red felt.  For the teeth cut
a long white felt piece with one side cut to look like teeth. 

Lay the fabric and felt pieces right sides together and then lay the teeth piece on top of the felt with the
teeth facing inward just inside the stitch line (you only want the teeth to show).

Sew the pieces together leaving the back straight edge open to turn right side out.  Slip stitch the
opening closed and hand stitch the mouth to the underside of the head.

EYES
I cut a ping pong ball in half for the eyeballs and added a felt eyelid (no pattern, sorry) that extended
past the ball on the sides and back.  I hot glued the eyelid on the ball then positioned it on the head,
pinned it in place and hand stitched it to the head along the eyelid edge.  I drew the eye with markers
going over it several times after it dried.

NOSTRILES - I cut two block circle from felt and stitched them onto the HEAD

POSITION, PIN AND HAND STITCH HEAD ONTO HOOD

WINGS
To make the wing pattern I laid out the sweatshirt with the arms straight out on top of a large piece of
paper.  Then I traced along the inside from the sleeve cuff to the bottom of the sweatshirt.  I took a
bowl and traced out the scallops.  I added 1/2” seam allowance all around.

I cut out 4 wing pieces (2 per wing), stitched them together, leaving an opening under the arm area
for turning.  I clipped the curves, turned the wing right side out, pressed it and stitched the 
opening closed.  

I stitched 3/8” casings from the scallop points up to the underarm.  I opened the seam and inserted
a piece of 1/4” plastic boning through the casings stopping about 3/8” from the ends.  I top stitched
along the scalloped edge.  I then hand stitched the wings to the sweatshirt.

CHEST - I cut a piece of shiny fabric for the chest, cut it in half and sewed it to each side of the
sweatshirt overlapping the zipper.

HANDS and FEET – I made 3 finger gloves from the chest fabric and feet that I sewed inside the
pants that laid over his shoes

TAIL – Make a long narrow tube, stuff it, add a stuffed triangle on the end and stitch it to the sweatshirt
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